MULTI-MESSAGE DIGITAL RECORDING MODULE

Whelen now offers verbal messages and musical renditions of various lengths for all Whelen Mass Notification High Powered Voice Systems. Advances in technology now allow us to meet customer demand for more flexible messaging. Whelen again sets the standard with the most technically advanced systems.

STANDARD FEATURES

- All messages are recorded at Whelen under studio conditions and have digitally formatted audio for crystal clear reproduction and intelligibility at full system range. No other manufacturer can equal our clarity.
- Several digitized and conditioned standard messages are available from our library as well as musical renditions. As always, custom messages are still available.
- New modules are compatible with today’s ESC2020 and ESC2030 configurations.

MATERIALS

- From 1 to 28 verbal messages and musical renditions of varying lengths may be programmed into all modules.
- Variable length messages and musical renditions may be stored.
- One hour of voice recording storage.
- Select musical renditions, including some over one minute in length. They include Taps, Revieille, To The Colors, Retreat and The National Anthem.
- A short attention-getting prelude can now preface messages.

BENEFITS

- Clear and effective public address broadcasting.
- With the use of the Digital Voice option, power output during the message broadcast is increased by 25%!!
- Custom messages relate to public warning situations appropriate to YOUR community, with YOUR instructions.
- Playback levels are pre-set for optimum voice broadcasting levels and clarity.
- You provide the text that you want recorded and we program it, or, access our recording library for messages that are already pre-recorded.
- Messages can be imported from any (.wav) file in any language, however, it has to be recorded in studio-like conditions.

MODEL

- RDVM1G – one hour of message recording time.

The basic purpose of an All-Hazard Siren is the ability to Alert through a Tone, Inform And Direct through Voice. Alert, Inform and Direct. If your siren System is producing only a tone, then it’s only doing half it’s job!